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This article considers a class of multiresolution tree-structured models that are spatially shifted versions of each other and proposes a new 

spatial-prediction method that averages over the optimal spatial predictors produced from members of this class of models. As a con 

sequence, the resulting predicted surface is smooth, even when the predictors generated separately from individual multiresolution tree 

structured models are not. We call the new predictor the multiresolution spatial (MURS) predictor and develop a computationally efficient 

algorithm for it. The algorithm can handle massive dataseis even when some observations are missing. Moreover, the MURS predictor can 

be shown to be the minimum mean squared error predictor for a large class of covariance functions. A simulation example for massive 

dataseis shows that the MURS method consistently outperforms two commonly used filtering methods. Total column ozone data remotely 
sensed from a satellite are analyzed using the new methodology. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Massive spatial dataseis are becoming more common. As 

tronomy, optics, Earth science, agriculture, and many other 

disciplines now have the ability to collect (spatial) data that are 
on the order of megabytes to terrabytes in size. To make the 
transition from data to information to knowledge, there is a need 
for statistical tools that are "scalable," that is, do not break down 

when dataseis increase by orders of magnitude. This article is 
concerned with the development of scalable optimal spatial pre 
diction in domains where the spatial dependence is thought to 
be smooth and approximately stationary. 

Remotely sensed data from instruments flying on satel 
lites are an incredibly rich resource, but the size of the 
dataseis can hamper effective statistical analyses. In the United 

States, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

(NASA), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra 
tion (NOAA), and the Department of Defense (DoD) have 
created the National Polar-Orbiting Operational Environmen 
tal Satellite System (NPOESS) to meet needs for Earth-science 
data and information in the twenty-first century. Its scope is 
enormous; a stagepost of NPOESS is the NPOESS Prepara 
tory Project (NPP), a mission scheduled for launch around the 

year 2008. This and satellites currently flying, such as NASA's 
Terra and Aqua satellites, generate about 1.5 terrabytes of data 

per day. 

Flying on NPP will be a whole suite of sensors, including 
the Ozone Mapping and Profiler Suite that includes a sensor to 
be used to obtain measurements of total column ozone (TCO). 

This will be a modern version of the total ozone mapping spec 
trometer (TOMS) instrument that flew on the Nimbus-7 satel 
lite after 1978 and on three more satellites since then. TCO data 
from the TOMS instrument are of particular interest to us in this 
article. 

Despite a satellite's regular polar orbit, remotely sensed 

data yield dataseis that are spatially irregular and sometimes 
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are missing whole swaths. Hence further processing of these 

data is required to yield a dataset that is regularly located on 

the globe. Existing prediction methods, like kriging, are typi 
cally computationally infeasible and can handle only small- to 

moderate-sized dataseis. Fitting thin-plate splines entails sim 

ilar computational difficulties. Although nearest-neighbor pre 
dictors, inverse distance weighting (IDW) predictors, and other 

moving average predictors that average over data in neighbor 
hoods can be computed very fast, they fail to incorporate the 

spatial structure appropriately and ignore the information be 

yond the neighborhood. We make some comparisons later, in 
Section 4. 

The general ?/-dimensional spatial-prediction problem is for 
mulated as follows. For practical purposes, the ?/-dimensional 

Euclidean space Rd is partitioned into small grid cells, 

Dk 
= 

(k{ 
- 

l,fci]Ai x (k2- l,k2]A2 x x (kd 
- 

l,kd]Ad, 

where k = 
ft,...,y eZ?, Z denotes the set of integers, 

and A/ > 0 is the length of the grid cell in the z'th dimension, 
i=l, ...,d. These grid cells constitute the units of finest spa 

tial resolution. Consider a spatial process, (S(u) : u e Rd], 

S(u)=/n(u)+y(u), ueRJ, 

where /x(-) is a deterministic mean function and y(-) is a mean-0 
Gaussian spatial process. Throughout this article, /z(-) is as 

sumed known, and hence, without loss of generality, /x(-) 
= 0. 

In practice, the deterministic component is estimated and sub 

tracted; see Section 5. The aggregated variables over Dk are 

defined as 

yt^-L. f y(S)ds, k Z^, 

where |Dk| = fD 1 du. Assume that data Z = (zk(\), , Zk(n)Y 
are observed at n locations, k(l),..., k(n) e 14, where U cZd 
is a finite set of interest. The observations have a component of 

measurement error, assumed to be additive according to 

Zk=yk + ?k, keU, 
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where {e^'.ke U) is a Gaussian white noise process that repre 
sents the measurement errors. The goal is to predict {y\ : k e U) 
based on the data Z. The minimum mean squared error predic 
tor (MMSEP) of yk is well known to be given by the conditional 

expectation, 

yk-?(yk|Z)-cov(yk,Z)(var(Z))-,Z, k e U. 

This is also known as the simple block-kriging predictor (e.g., 
Cressie 1993, chap. 3). However, with massive amounts of data, 

computing (var(Z))-1 directly may be difficult, because its 

computational complexity is generally proportional to n3. 
A class of multiresolution tree-structured models was intro 

duced by Chou, Willsky, and Nikoukhah (1994), from which 
scale-recursive dynamics on trees were developed. Huang, 

Cressie, and Gabrosek (2002) showed how this class of mod 
els can be used to describe spatial stochastic processes with 

multiscale features; then a fast change-of-resolution Kaiman 

filter algorithm can be applied to compute the optimal spatial 
predictor yk = E(y\\Z), because the algorithm avoids direct 
calculation of the matrix inversion of var(Z). Its computational 

complexity is only proportional to \U\, the number of elements 
in I?. However, the spatial covariance function of this model 

depends on the choice of the spatial origin of the tree and has 
a certain "blocky" structure (e.g., Fig. 1), which results in a 

spatial-prediction surface that may appear "blocky." 

Although multiresolution graphical models over acyclic di 
rected graphs (e.g., Huang and Cressie 2001) and Markov 
random-field models over undirected graphs (e.g., Besag 1974) 
may be used to avoid the generation of a "blocky" covariance 

structure, they are either computationally intractable for large n 

or rely on certain approximate methods for inference and pre 

diction. Examples of such approximations are the loopy be 
lief propagation method (Wu and Doerschuk 1995; Yedidia, 

Freeman, and Weiss 2001), the thin junction trees method (Bach 
and Jordan 2002), the tree-based reparameterization method 

(Wainwright, Jaakkola, and Willsky 2003), and the variational 
method (Jordan, Ghahramani, Jaakkola, and Saul 1999). More 

over, these methods either require selecting a good approximate 
model that may be difficult to find or call for an iterative proce 
dure that may fail to handle large amounts of data. Therefore, 
the development of a spatial-prediction method that is computa 

tionally fast, is statistically efficient, and can provide a smooth 

predicted surface is needed for massive spatial datasets. 

In this article we propose a solution to the problem by av 

eraging over the optimal spatial predictors obtained from a 

collection of multiresolution tree-structured models that are 

spatially shifted versions of each other. We call the new predic 
tor the multiresolution spatial (MURS) predictor and develop a 

computationally efficient algorithm that is an extension of the 

change-of-resolution Kaiman filter algorithm. This algorithm 
does not rely on an iterative procedure, and its computational 

complexity is proportional only to \U\ log(\U\), where \U\ is 
the number of elements in U. For comparison, to compute the 

MURS predictor using the change-of-resolution Kaiman filter 

algorithm on all possible multiresolution tree-structured mod 

els requires a larger order of computations, namely proportional 
to |?Y|2, because there are 0(\U\) possible multiresolution tree 
structured models to be averaged over. Importantly, the MURS 

predictor can be shown to be the MMSEP for a large class of 
covariance structures. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 re 
views the multiresolution tree-structured model and the asso 

ciated change-of-resolution Kaiman filter algorithm, on which 

the MURS predictor is based. Section 3 introduces the MURS 

predictor and develops an associated "shift-invariant" algorithm 

- x'' 

o 
C\J ? 

20 40 60 80 100 120 

Figure 1. Spatial Covariance Function fora One-Dimensional Tree-Structured Model. 
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for spatial prediction. It also gives some properties of the new 

predictor and a fast procedure for estimating the parameters of 
the model. Section 4 provides a simulated example for mas 

sive dataseis, where we have the opportunity to compare MURS 
with other commonly used filtering methods. Section 5 applies 
the MURS method to TCO data from the TOMS instrument on 
the Nimbus-7 satellite. Finally, Section 6 provides a discussion. 

2. MULTIRESOLUTION TREE-STRUCTURED 
MODELS 

Let {y(s) : s e Rd} be a real-valued spatial process defined on 
the ?/-dimensional Euclidean space Rd. The space M.d is ini 

tially partitioned into regular rectangular grid cells to define the 
coarsest resolution (i.e., resolution 1). Each grid cell at reso 

lution j (j 
? 1,...,/ 

? 1 ) is then recursively partitioned into 

n\jn2j n?j smaller regular hyperrectangular grid cells. Thus a 

nested partition of Rd at J resolutions is obtained, where the 
finest resolution is the 7th resolution. To illustrate, we con 

sider a nested partition of the real line R over J ? 1 resolu 

tions, where the partition intervals at resolution j are given by 

{Dj,k\k/2J-J e Z} with Djik 
= (k- 2J~i, k]\ Figure 2 shows 

the partition of the interval (0, 128]. The length of the parti 
tion intervals at the first resolution is 2"7-1 = 64, and it becomes 
smaller by a factor of 2 at the second resolution, and so on. At 

resolution j, the interval endpoints are all the integer multiples 
(positive or negative) of the interval length 2J~K For example, 
for j 

= 1, the intervals are ..., (-64, 0], (0, 64], (64, 128],..., 

and at the finest resolution, the intervals are those between con 

secutive integers. To add flexibility, the partition intervals can 
be rescaled by a factor of A i. 

We now formalize and generalize the partitioning scheme 
for R2. In what follows we consider more general grid cells 

that are possibly overlapped. The grid cells at theyth resolution 
are denoted by 

DjM 
= (kl 

- 
hj, h]Ai x (k2 

- 
l2j, k2]A2, 

k = (ki,k2)eZ2,j=l,...,J, (1) 

where for / = 1,2, A/ > 0, /?y 
= 

Hi/- -??,7-1, j 
= 1,..., 

J 
? 

1, and lij 
= 1. 

These grid cells can be used to define various nested parti 
tions of R2. For example, let 

and V = 
U/=i ?j- xt is not difficult to see that D?k n Djk> 

= 

0 for (j, k), (j, k') G V, k / k', and 
U(i,k)eA ^i,k 

= 
' 

= 

U(JM)eCjDJ^ 
= r2- Moreover, given (y, k) G ?y withy ^ 1, 

there exists (y 
? 

l,k7) g /2;_i such that Dj^ C Dy-i^. That 

is, {Djk : (j, k) g V} forms a nested partition of R2 over J res 

olutions. A multiple-rooted tree (MRT), T = 
(V,S), can be 

constructed by defining the parent node of (y, k) g V \ ?i as 

pa(j,k) g ?/_! such that ?); k C Dpa^^), where V is the set 
of nodes, 5 = {(pa(j, k), (y, k)) : k G V \ C\} is the set of di 
rected edges from parent nodes to children nodes, and C\ is 
the set of root nodes; clearly, each child has only one parent. 

Note that a tree is a connected, undirected graph without cycles, 

and a rooted tree is the directed graph obtained from a tree by 
choosing a node as the root and directing all edges away from 
the root (Lauritzen 1996). For illustration purposes, Figure 2 

presents an example of an MRT based on the nested partition 
of R defined in the first paragraph of this section, where J ? 1 
and n\\ 

? 
n\2 

? = 
n\j-\ 

= 2. 

;i,64) ;i,i28) 

(2,32) (2,64) (2,96) (2,128) 

(3,16) (3,32) (3,48) (3,64) (3,80) (3,96) (3,112) (3,128) 

AA^AAAAAAAAAAAAA 

1 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 128 

Figure 2. An MRT Corresponding to a Nested Partition ofR With J=7 and nu = n12 = = nw = 2. 
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A basic multiresolution tree-structured model can now be 

defined by specifying the autoregressive structure among vari 

ables indexed by an MRT T. Consider a Gaussian spatial 
process {jt?k : (j, k) g V}, where at the finest resolution, 

xj,k = 77Z?; / yW du = yk, k G Z2. 
IA/,kl Jdjm 

Recall that {yk} was defined in Section 1 as the process of inter 
est aggregated to the grid {As}, which is identical to the Jth res 

olution grid {A/,k}- Suppose that the Gaussian process evolves 
from parents to children in an autoregressive way, according to 

the state equation 

XjM 
= 

xpa(j,k) + w7,k, 0', k) G V \ C\, (2) 

where {x/,k} are hidden state variables such that xj^ 
? yk, 

kel4, {x\,k} are independent mean-0 Gaussian random vari 

ables with variance a2k 
= var(xik), {w/,k} are independent 

mean-0 Gaussian random variables with variance 
o~2k 

= 

var(w?k), and for (j, k) eV\?i, xpa(j,k) anc^ wjM are mutu 

ally independent. Data Z = 
(zk(i), , Zk(n)Y 

are assumed to be 

observed (perhaps incompletely) according to the observation 

equation 

Zk=yk + ek, keU, (3) 

where U C Z2 is a finite set of interest, {k(l),..., k(n)} c 14, 

{ek} are independent mean-0 Gaussian random variables with 

a common known variance v2, and {x/,k} and {<?k} are mutually 

independent. The measurement error variance v2 is instrument 

specific and typically known from calibration experiments. 
Herein we consider only scale-homogeneous multiresolution 

tree-structured models, namely for j 
= I,...,/, cr2k 

= 
a2 

in (2). We write the parameters of the model as 

0=,(G2,...,a2)t. (4) 

Note that for y < J, x?k / tjj?\ fD. y(u) du, because {w?k} 
are independent, and hence the process fx/,k} does not sat 

isfy the mass-balance condition (Huang, Cressie, and Gabrosek 

2002). The purpose of the "hidden" process {x/,k} at resolutions 

j < J is to form the desired spatial covariance structure for the 

finest-resolution variables. 

The main advantage of the model (2) and (3) over other 

spatial-statistical models is its association with a fast, recursive 

prediction algorithm (Chou et al. 1994). The algorithm gener 
alizes the standard Kaiman filter algorithm in time series (e.g., 
Harvey 1989) and is called the change-of-resolution Kaiman 
filter by Huang et al. (2002). Those authors used an approach 
based on Bayes' theorem to derive the algorithm and, with 

remote-sensing data, demonstrated how it can rapidly produce 

maps of optimal spatial predictions and prediction standard er 
rors from massive amounts of data, even when some data are 

missing. 

For a given multiresolution tree-structured model, the algo 

rithm consists of two steps: the uptree-filtering step, followed 

by the downtree-smoothing step. In the uptree-filtering step, the 

algorithm recursively collects the information from leaves and 

computes the optimal predictor and the conditional prediction 
error variance of the state variable Xj^, based on the data 

observed at node (j, k) and its descendants. In the downtree 

smoothing step, the algorithm goes downward from the roots 

to the leaves and recursively computes the optimal predictor, 

Xj k ? E(xj^\Z), 
and the conditional prediction-error variance, 

ry-k 
-- 

var(x/5k|Z), of xjx based on all the data. The overall 

computational complexity is proportional only to \U\ (for fur 
ther details, see Chou et al. 1994; Huang et al. 2002). 

This model has a drawback in that it enforces a certain het 

erogeneity of the covariance structure for {xyk :k g Z2}. That 

is, two adjacent nodes in space may or may not have the same 

parent node (or even grandparent node) in the MRT. Conse 

quently, its spatial covariance function has a "blocky" struc 

ture (see Fig. 1), sometimes leading to blocky artifacts in 
the MMSEP surface. In the next section we develop our new 

MURS spatial-prediction methodology, obtained by averaging 
over the optimal predictors derived from a number of multires 
olution tree-structured models. The MURS predictor smooths 

out blocky artifacts and retains two other important features: 

it is fast and optimal, minimizing the mean squared prediction 
error for a large class of covariance structures. 

3. AVERAGING OVER MULTIRESOLUTION 
TREE-STRUCTURED MODELS 

3.1 The Multiresolution Spatial Predictor 

We first construct the collection of multiresolution tree 

structured models to be averaged over, which are spatially 

shifted versions of the multiresolution tree-structured model 

given in Section 2. For notational simplicity, the two-dimen 

sional case is again considered. Let [Dj^'.j 
= l,...,J, 

k g Z2} be the grid cells at J resolutions as defined in (1), 
and recall that {Djk : (j, k) G V} is a nested partition of R2 

over / resolutions, where V ? U/=i A' an(^ A' c ?O'k): 
k g Z2}, j 

= 1,..., J. For each m g Z2, define shifted versions 

Cj,m 
= {(y, k) : (j, k - m) g Cj] and Vm ̂  

(j/=i A\m- Then 

{Dj^ : (j, k) G Vm} also constitutes a nested partition. The cor 

responding MRT Tm = (Vm, Sm) is determined by defining the 

parent node of (j, k) G Vm \?i,m to bepam(j, k) g ?/-i,m such 
that DjM c Dpam{jM), where Em = {(pam(j, k), (j, k)) : (j, k) e 

Vm \ ?i,m} is the set of directed edges and ?i,m is the set of 
root nodes. 

From (1), we have that Tm> = Tm if m' ? m g l\ \7L x l2\L. 
In other words, there are l\\l2\ different MRTs given by 
{Tm : m g M], where M ? 

{(m\, m2) \m\ ? I,... ,l\\,m2 
? 

1,..., l2\\. These MRTs can be regarded as spatially shifted 

versions of each other. For illustration purposes, Figure 3 

presents an example in R with 7 = 7 and n\\ 
? 

n\2 = = 

n\j-i ?2, where only the first three resolutions of Tq 
= 

7^4, 

T?6, ^32, and 748 are shown. In R, there are l\\ 
? 

n\\n\2 

nXj-\ 
= 2J~l different MRTs, and Tm 

= 
Tm+2j-\, 

m g Z. 

For each MRT Tm, a multiresolution tree-structured model 

can be defined as 

(m) (m) . (m) / i \ ^ > \ r /c\ 

where t?k } are hidden state variables such that xf? =yk, 

keU, [x\?] 
are independent mean-0 Gaussian random vari 

ables with variance af 
= 

var(*?^), {w; } are independent 
mean-0 Gaussian random variables with variance o2 

? 
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(i,o) (1,64) 

(2, -32) (2,0) (2,32) (2,64) 

(3,-48) (3,-32) (3,-16) (3,0) (3,16) (3,32) (3,48) (3,64) 

(1,16) (1,80) 

(2,-16) (2,16) (2,48) (2,80) 

(3, -32) (3, -16) (3,0) (3,16) (3,32) (3,48) (3,64) (3,80) 

(1,32) (1,96) 

(2,0) (2,32) (2,64) (2,96) 

(3,-16) (3,0) (3,16) (3,32) (3,48) (3,64) (3,80) (3 

(1,48) (1,112) 

(2,16) (2,48) (2,80) (2,112) 

(3,0) (3,16) (3,32) (3,48) (3,64) (3,80) (3,96) (3,112) 

Figure 3. First Three Resolutions of Four Different MRTs Corresponding to Four Nested Partitions ofR With J= 7 and n-n = n12 = = n16 = 2. 

var(w. k ), andxp ^(j, k) and w. k are independent. Notice that 
we identify the finest-resolution values of each multiresolution 

process to be identical and equal to the process of interest {3^}, 
and that the variance parameters do not depend on m. As be 

fore, the data Z ? 
(zk(\), , Zk(n)Y 

are assumed to be observed 

(perhaps incompletely) on a finite set 14 C Z2 of interest, ac 

cording to (3). 
Instead of selecting a particular meM, the MURS predic 

tor _y? of yk is given simply by 

?11/21 KA 

where yk is the MMSEP of yk derived under the mth model 
and symmetry dictates equal weights in (6). The resulting pre 
dicted surface does not depend on m e M and is smoother 

than any individual MMSEP {y }. Although the computa 
tional complexity to obtain {y^'-k g U} appears to be l\\l2\ 
times the computational complexity of an individual mul 

tiresolution tree-structured model, the steps involved in the 

l\\l2\ change-of-resolution Kaiman filter algorithms include 

redundant computations that can be exploited to derive an 

efficient algorithm. In the next section we develop a fast 

algorithm for {y^'-k e U) that requires only 0(\U\ log \U\) 

computations. 
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3.2 A Fast Spatial-Prediction Algorithm 

Because data Z are observed on a subset of hi and we 

are interested in predicting {_yk :k e 14}, it is sufficient to 

consider 
{x<g} 

for which (j, k) g CJ 
= 

U?Y=o UE=oK? k): 
keZi+ (^i,fe)}, y = 1,...,7. Note that (7, k) will typi 
cally be a node in more than one MRT If (j, k) e Vm and 

(j, k) g Vm>, then it is easy to see that chm(j, k) = chm>(j, k), 
where chm(j, k) denotes the children of (j, k) for the MRT Tm. 
Hence the subscript m of chm(j, k) can be dropped without 

causing any confusion. For j 
= 1,..., J 

? 
1, let Zjk denote the 

collection of data observed at its (resolution-/) descendants, 

and let ch(j, k, /) denote the ?th child of (j, k). Then we have 
the relation Z7 k = {Zch(jXi)}> w^n me possibility that any one 
of these might be empty if data are missing. We define 

= F ( ^m' I 7 
xj,k\ch(j,k,i) 

? 
mv*7,k |A;/z(y,k,/) 

and 

r^ / (mj i ry \ 

ly,k|c/z(,/,k,z) 
= 

varm(*?k ??cKjXi))' 

where Em and varm denote a (conditional) mean and variance 

under the mth model, and m is chosen such that (j, k) G Vm. 
Note that both XjXch(jXi) ana^ ^j,k\ch(jXi) do not depend 
on m, because 

Em(x)M}\Zch(jXi)) 
= 

^m'O^k \zch(jX0) and 

vMm(xffl\Zch{jXi)) 
= 

varm/(x|k )\Zch{UM) if 0', k) g Vm and 

(,/', k) g Vm'. Similarly, define 

_ /7 / (Hi) I ry \ 
X]X\]X =/im^k l^kj 

and 

y^ / (m) I ~ \ 

ry,k|y,k 
= 

varm(^.k \ZjX), 

where m is chosen such that (j, k) e Vm. If any of the condi 

tioning sets are empty, then the conditional means and variances 

reduce to unconditional means and variances. 

Like the change-of-resolution Kaiman filter algorithm, the 

proposed algorithm consists of an uptree step followed by a 
downtree step. The uptree step starts from the finest-resolution 

nodes by computing 

xjMUM 
= Sk?y(?y + v2)-1^, (/, k) G C), 

and 

^,k|y,k 
= Sy 

- 
?kEy (E/ + V2)"1, (J, k) G Cj, 

where Ey 
= 

Y^i=\ Gf and ?k = 1 if Zk is observed and = 0 oth 
erwise. Then the uptree step recursively computes the following 
for (j, k) g 

CJ 
from resolution j = J ? 1 to j = 1, as in the up 

tree step of the change-of-resolution Kaiman filter algorithm: 

XjXch(jMJ) 
? 

Bj+\xch(jXi)\ch(jXi)i 

FjXch(jXi) ~Bj+\^ch{jXi)\ch{jXi) + 0 -?/+l)Sy> 

/n\jn2j \ 

xjXJM = rJXjM J2 r?k\chUXi)^k\ch(JXi))^ 

and 

\ z=l 

nyn2j 

rAk|j.k =?-' + ? (17 k\ch(jXi) 

where Bj 
= 

__y_ i ? 
-l 
V 

' 

After the roots C* are reached, we obtain Em(x\^\Z) 
= 

*i,k|i,k> (l>k) e ?* Instead of recursively computing 

_}m(jc:? |Z) for eac7z model m, as in the downtree step of the 

change-of-resolution Kaiman filter algorithm, a more efficient 

algorithm is to compute 

1 
^k = /i7/_7 M 

recursively in the downtree step, where 
?M/,k 

= {m g A4 : 

(j, k) G Vm}. The downtree step starts from the coarsest res 
olution (the roots) by computing 

*l,k 
= 

T~J~ /__, Em\X\,k \Z) ?11?21 ,? 
meM\ k 

*:,-?- ? MxTM 

/ J *l,k|l,k 
= 

T?7?*l,k|l,k> W21 ~i 
' ' 

h\h\ 

where the last equality holds because there is only one model 
in A4 ik- Then fromy = 2 toy = J, the downtree step computes, 
recursively, for (j, k) e ?*, 

xlk 
= 

-ry-xjM\j,k + rjMUMBj J2 rAk'|y,k l]jl2j kfeJCJX 

.^1'k/"/l,./-l/2,7-lVl'k/|/'k 

where 

JCj^k 
= 

{k7 
: (y 

? 
1, k7) ~pam(j, k) for some 

meAij 
= 

{(kl+(hl-l)hj,k2 + (h2-l)l2j): 

hi 
= 

l,...,wij_i,?2 
= 

l,...,?2,y-i}. 

A detailed derivation of the downtree step is given in Ap 
pendix A. Note that {iy-i.k'iy.kh {%,k|y,k}, {r7_i,k'|y,k}, and 

{ry,k|y,k} have already been computed in the uptree step. At the 
finest resolution, we obtain 

yisrr T, M4?IZ) =W keU> ^ 
mejvl 

where the last equality in (7) holds because A4 ? AAjx for 
all k eU. Because each node (j, k) is visited only once in 
both the uptree step and the downtree step, it is not difficult 
to see that the proposed algorithm requires only 0(\U\ log \U\) 
computations if partition apertures [riij] are bounded, because 
J = 0(log \U\) and 

\CJ\ 
= 0(\U\). Moreover, 

mzMjx 

can be computed recursively fromy = 2toj = J for (y, k) g CJ, 
with the same computational complexity 0(\U\ log \U\) accord 

ing to 

r^k 
= 

7^r7'k|7'k 
+ r^''k^2 ^ t?m'\?m 

hj- \h,j-\ 
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where 

rt^rr S varm(x(1mk)|Z) 
= 

-l-r1,k|1,k. 

3.3 Properties of the Multiresolution Spatial Predictor 

Denote the covariance matrix of Y = vec({jk :k g hi}) for 
the mth multiresolution tree-structured model as 

where Yo = vec({.yk :k el4,8k ? 0}), Yi = vec({jk :k eU, 
Sk = 1}), and <$k = 1 if ?k is observed and = 0 otherwise. 

Thus, because each multiresolution model is a Gaussian 

Gaussian mixture, the MMSEP of Y = (Y^, Y\Y based on the 
mth model is 

,Yj 
/ x^n 

01 
W(m) + v2l Y 

The corresponding prediction-error covariance matrix, 

?((Y(m)-Y)(Y(m)-Y)0,is 

/^(m)\ r(m) - *(m) - 
(^j 

(*r + v^)"1 ((*<?)', (?DO 

Note that under the Gaussian assumptions in (2) and (3), T(m^ = 

varm(Y|Z). 
Now consider a predictor of Y expressed as the weighted av 

erage of Y(m) with the weights {pm}, 

Y* = fY?)= yP rr 

= 
E^(!0i)(*r+^r'z. e> 
me A4 VV11 7 

where each/?m > 0 and J2meMPm 
= I- Also, consider the fol 

lowing model for the hidden state variables: 

where Gau denotes a (multivariate) Gaussian distribution, 

^(EM^+^r1)"1-^. 

*oi =*?o= ? Z'm<)(*iT) + v2I?)-,(<l>n+v2In), 
m .M 

$00 = ^ + ^01 $7/^10, 

and & s Em^A.1*^ 
- 

?STW + v2!?)"1*^} 
- 

^01^1/^10 + ^01(^11 + v2I?)_1^io. We can establish the 

following theorem, the proof of which is provided in Appen 
dix B. 

Theorem 1. Given the state equation ( 10) and the observation 

equation (3), we have the following: 

(a) The predictor Y* given by (9) is the MMSEP of Y. 

(b) The prediction-error covariance matrix of Y* is 

/$oo-$oi($n +v2I?r1$io 

V$10- $11 ($11 +V2In)~] $01 

$01 
~ 

$01 ($11 +V2I?r1$n\ __ y- r(m)_r* 
*11 - *ll(*ll H-V2^)-1*!!/ ?i/ 

" " 

It can be shown that (a) [but not (b)] holds for any S_ positive 
semidefinite. Furthermore, Theorem 1 holds in more general 
situations, regardless of whether or not ljr W 

corresponds to a 

multiresolution tree-structured model. 

From symmetry considerations, no one model receives more 

weight than any other, so the choice of pm = l/(/n/2i), 
vue A4, is natural. We immediately have the following corol 

lary 

Corollary 1. Given the state eq&atioct (10) with p^ = 

1/(hihi)', m e A4, and the observation equation (3), the 

predictor y? given by (7) is the MMSEP of yk, for k g Z^. 

Moreover, Fjk given by (8) is the prediction-error variance 
of y?, forkG?? 

To gain insight into the optimality result given in Theorem 1, 
we give an illustrative one-dimensional example. Consider a 

multiresolution tree-structured model in R with J = 1 resolu 

tions, where n\\ ? n\2 = = n\^ ? 2 as in Figures 2 and 3, 

and (o2, a2,..., a2, v2) 
= 

(2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1). Suppose that a 

sample of 14 observations is taken on the intervals 

{(k-l,k]:k=l,S, 15, 22, 29, 36,43, 86, 93, 

100,107,114,121,128} 

out of possible intervals {(k 
- 

1, k] : k = 1, 2,..., 128}. This 
mimics in one dimension the tendency for satellite data to have 
occasional chunks of missing data surrounded by spatially regu 
lar, well-sampled regions. The (MURS) covariance function un 

der which the MURS predictor is optimal is shown in Figure 4. 
In contrast to the covariance function of a single multiresolu 

tion tree-structured model (see Fig. 1), the (MURS) covariance 
function is smoother and closer to stationarity. 
We know that the MMSEP predictor under the Gaussian as 

sumption is linear in the data Z and that the prediction-error 
variances and covariances do not depend on Z. Figure 5 shows 

the MURS coefficient for a datum at various data locations, as a 

function of prediction location. We can see that the MURS co 
efficients tend to increase as the prediction location approaches 
a data location. Also, Figure 5 and similar plots demonstrate 
that the MURS coefficients tend to be spread more evenly when 
a prediction location is in the central part where no data are 

nearby. That is, the behavior of the MURS predictor is adap 
tive to the sampling locations, as would be expected for a good 

spatial-statistical prediction method. This is in contrast with 

fast-filtering methods, such as IDW, or other moving averages. 

Finally, Figure 6 shows the square root of the prediction-error 

variances (or prediction standard errors) of the MURS predictor 
as a function of prediction location. As expected, the prediction 

standard errors are larger for locations around which there are 

no or fewer data. 
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Figure 4. Spatial Covariance Function Under Which the MURS Predictor is Optimal for Data Sampled on the Intervals 

{(k- 1,k]:k= 1,8,15,22,29,36,43,86,93,100,107,114,121,128} (indicated by dots on top) of Possible Intervals {(k- 1,k]:1,2,..., 128}. 
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Figure 5. MURS Coefficient fora Datum at Data Location (a) 1; (b) 15; (c) 43; (d) 86, as a Function of Prediction Location. 
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Figure 6. Prediction Standard Errors of the MURS Predictor as a 

Function of Prediction Location. 

3.4 Model Selection and Parameter Estimation 

Obtaining the MURS predictors requires specifying a tree 
structure [i.e., the number of resolutions J and the number of 

children, rij^, for each node (j, k)], as well as estimating the 

associated parameters. However, any model selection or esti 

mation criterion that depends on the likelihood will involve 

evaluating (many times) the determinant of an n x n matrix, 
for which 0(n3) computations are required. Consequently, we 

turn to another approach, based on cross-validation (CV) and 

weighted least squares (WLS). The general idea is to make ini 

tial evaluations using WLS, which can be computed rapidly, 
then follow up with CV as the deciding criterion. 
We first discuss the problem of multiresolution tree-struc 

tured model selection. Selecting an appropriate MRT T (i.e., 

selecting J and {?//}) for a multiresolution tree-structured model 

is essential, but to our knowledge it has been ignored in the lit 
erature. We can partition the MRTs under consideration into 

classes of the form {Tm :me A4], where each MRT in a class 
is a shifted version of T with given J and {n?j} (Sec. 3.1). For a 

given T, define the covariance function 

cw-T-r Ecov?(*jS'*SU). <?> 
1112 . j 

meM 

where it should be emphasized that the right side is a function 

only of h and not of k. Then C(-) could be considered the sta 

tionary covariance function representative of T. In fact, the re 

sulting covariance matrix of Y coincides with the covariance 

matrix of (10) when Y = Yo (i.e., when no data are observed). 
A little computation reveals that 0 = (a2,... ,aj)1 appears in 

the covariance function through 

C(h) = > max{-,0} max]-,0\cr , 

]^{ i hj J I hj J 

and the semivariogram, y(h) 
= 

(1/2) var(yk+h 
? 

Jk). can be 

obtained from y(h) = C(0) 
- 

C(h). 
To emphasize model and parameter dependencies, we write 

the semivariogram as y(h;T,0). Then the WLS criterion for 

model selection, which is based on work of Cressie (1985), is 
defined as 

wrem . V^V^ N(hi(ui)) 
WLS?T) = mm > > 

-? 

x{K(/z,fe))-K(^fe);r,^)}2, (12) 

where y(hi(ui)) represents the empirical semivariogram eval 

uated at spatial lag /*;(?/) along the z'th axis and N(h?(ui)) is 
the associated number of pairs, for ux = 1,..., U? and / = 1,2. 

Now, given J, there are many {riy} to choose from; let T^ de 
note the MRT that minimizes the WLS criterion (12) over {n?j} 
for a fixed J. We then select the best model from a small finite 

collection of MRTs, {T(7/)}. 
Define the CV criterion for choosing the model T with para 

meters 0 as follows. Divide the data randomly into two parts, 
Z(Wi) and Z(U2), where Z(Ut) = vec({zk:<$k = l,k g Ut}), 
i=l,2,l4iUU2=U, and 14X n ZY2 = 0. Further, define Y(W?) = 

vec({jk :8k = l,ke Hi}), i =1,2. Then the CV criterion is 

CV(T, 0) = (?(Y(W2)|Z(Wi)) 
- 

Z(W2))' 

x(E(Y(U2)\Z(Ux))-Z(U2)) 

+ (E(Y(U\)\Z(U2))-Z(Ul))t 

x(E(Y(Ux)\Z(U2))~Z(U{)). (13) 

Finally, the model selected and the parameter estimates are 

(f, 0) = argmin{CV(T(7/), 0(7/))}, 

where 0^'^ = 
argmin^i CV(T^Jl\ 0) denotes the parameter vec 

tor (4) associated with the model T^Jl). Note that the moment 

condition, v2 + 
^i ?f 

= 
^\(z 

~ 
?)(z 

~ 
^Y, is used to 

ensure the stability of the estimator of 0 = (a2,..., ojY for 
each /. An example of this model selection using WLS fol 
lowed by the CV criterion is given in Section 5. 

4. SIMULATION EXAMPLE 

In this section we use simulation to compare the MURS 

method with computationally fast nonstatistical spatial-predic 
tion methods, namely the nearest-neighbor (NN) method and 

the IDW method, based on their prediction performances for 

massive dataseis. The simulation experiment was carried out 

as follows. First, a million spatial data were simulated on 

regular 1,000 x 1,000 grid cells, {Dk:k = (kuk2),k{,k2 = 

1,2,..., 1,000} withDk = 
(k\ 

- 
l,fci] x (k2 

- 
l,k2], from a 

mean-0 Gaussian stationary process (details given later). Then 

a random sample of 50,000 was taken with additive measure 

ment errors from a Gaussian white noise process, from a region 

where the central disc of radius 100 (grid units) was excluded. 
This mimics the tendency for satellite data to have occasional 

missing swaths. 

We used the GaussRF function in the RandomFields package 
[available at the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) 

website, http://cran.r-project.org] in R, and chose a turning 

band method, called TBM3, for simulating the spatial data {yk} 
from the Mat?rn class (Mat?rn 1986), 

921-y /||k-k'|lV /||k-k'||\ 

^(^.3v)=a;?(i-^j Kv(L-iy 
(14) 
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where o2 ? 
var(yk), r > 0 is the range parameter, and v > 0 

is the smoothness parameter. In generating the spatial data, we 

considered four different cases: (A) r = 300, o2 ? 1; (B) r ? 

80, a2 = 1; (C) r = 300, a2 = 25; and (D) r = 80, a2 = 25, 
where v = .5 and the measurement error variance v2 = 1 was 

fixed for each case. 

The MURS method is compared with the NN method and 
2 IDW methods, which are IDW with the nearest 6 obser 
vations (IDW-6) and IDW with the nearest 12 observations 

(IDW-12), where inverse squared-distance weights were used 

as was done by Zimmerman, Pavlik, Ruggles, and Armstrong 

(1999). The NN method predicts the value at a site using the 
nearest measurement. For the MURS method, we selected a 

simple MRT T with J = 5 resolutions and n\\ ?n\2 = ?13 = 

ft 14 ? n2\ = ^22 = ft23 = ft24 = 4. The parameters were cho 

sen using the CV method by minimizing (13) over all possible 
parameters 0. The IDW methods were implemented using the 

gstat function in the R gstat package (available at the CRAN 

website). The performance of various methods was compared 

using the square root of the average squared prediction er 

ror (RASPE), 

(1,000 1,000 \ !/2 

k\ = \ &2 = 1 / 

where yk is a generic predictor. Note that the NN and IDW 
methods have the property of being able to recover the original 
data. This can be important where partners in a joint venture 

specify in advance that all resource maps interpolate exactly 

through the data. Both MURS and kriging also interpolate ex 

actly through the data when the measurement error is assumed 

to be 0. 
The results based on 100 simulation replicates are summa 

rized in Figure 7. It can be seen that the NN method is the 

worst, that the IDW-12 method performs better than the IDW-6 

method, and that the MURS method outperforms the two IDW 
methods with larger differences in RASPE values for smaller 

signal-to-noise ratios. In fact, the MURS method has the small 

est RASPE value, not only for each of the four cases, but also 
for each replicate of the simulation. 

(a) 

LU ?. 
< 

1.5 
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0.5 H 

1.5 
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< 
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a 

Figure 7. Boxplots of RASPE Performance for Four Methods Under Various Simulation Settings: (A) r= 300, o^ 
= 1; (B) r= 80, o^ 

= 1; 

(C) r= 300, g* = 25; and (D) r= 80, o* = 25. 
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5. SMOOTHING SPATIALLY IRREGULAR 
SATELLITE DATA 

This section applies the MURS and the other methods 
to TCO data collected from the TOMS instrument on the 
Nimbus-7 satellite. The TOMS data on October 1, 1988 are 

used, and a region over a part of the Sahara Desert between 

latitudes 10 degrees and 35 degrees north and between longi 
tudes 15 degrees and 40 degrees east is considered. Figure 8(a) 
shows the 1,744 observed TCO measurements using the Albers 

equal-area conic projection, where the irregularity and noisi 

ness of the data are apparent. Note that although this dataset 

is not massive, it is approaching the limitations of standard 

kriging methods; we chose it so we could compare our MURS 
method to ordinary kriging. A rectangle that contains the re 

gion is decomposed into 142 x 150 (approximately square) 
grid cells {D^ : k g U} as the finest-resolution units, where 

U = 
{(k\,k2):k\ 

= 1,..., 142, ?2 
= 1,..., 150}. Finally, the 

TCO data Z that we consider are (the average of) those values 

falling in their respective grid cells. 
To perform our analysis, we subtracted the sample mean of 

all 1,744 TCO measurements, leaving residuals that are consid 

ered to have mean 0. Over larger regions, one could generally 
be expected to subtract a smooth trend, a problem discussed 

in detail by Johannesson and Cressie (2004). Because we have 

15 20 (a) 
25 30 
I . _ .. L. 

35 40 
?I 294.5 

290.6 

286.7 

282.8 

278.9 

275.0 

271.1 

267.2 

263.3 

259.4 

255.5 
25 30 

Longitude 

Longitude 

25 30 
Longitude 

25 30 
Longitude 

25 30 
Longitude 

Figure 8. (a) The Observed TCO Measurements on October 1, 1988; (b) Predicted TCO Values Obtained From the MURS Method; (c) Predicted 
TCO Values Produced From a Single Multiresolution Tree-Structured Model; (d) Predicted TCO Values Obtained From the Ordinary Kriging Method; 

(e) Predicted TCO Values Obtained From the Thin-Plate Spline Method; and (f) Predicted TCO Values Obtained From the IDW-12 Method. 
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no information about the instrument's measurement error vari 

ance v2, we evaluated it from the data based on a linear extrap 

olation to the zero ordinate of the semivariograms at two small 

lags, provided that such an extrapolation is nondegenerate; the 
same approach gave good results in earlier work (Huang and 
Cressie 2000). Specifically, our estimator of v2 is 

f 2y(A) - y(2A) if 2y(A) > y(2A) > y(A) 
v2ee 

j(y(A) 
+ P(2A))/2 ify(A)>y(2A) 

10 otherwise, 

where y (?A) is the empirical semivariogram estimate at lag /A, 
/ = 1,2, and A is the side length of a grid cell. 

The model selection method developed in Section 3.4 was 

applied to the TCO residuals, where J = 2,3,4 were con 

sidered. Also, 1 < n\\,n2\ < 80 for J = 2; 1 <n\\,n2\ < 20, 
1 < ^12, ̂ 22 < 40 for J = 3; and 1 < n\ \, n2\ < 5, 1 < n\2, 
n22 < 10, 1 < n\?,,n23 < 20 for J = 4 were considered. The 
model selected consists of J = 4 resolutions, where v2 = 1.176, 
0 = 

(2.709,22.502, 13.989, 0)', nn =5, n2\ = 2, n{2 = 4, 

n22 = 8, ^13 = 5, and n2i = 8. 

Figure 8(b) shows the TCO values predicted using the 
MURS predictor on the TCO residuals after adding back 
the sample mean; the map is based on the Albers equal 
area conic projection. Note that l\\ 

= n\\n\2n\3 = 100 and 

?21 = n2\n22n23 = 128. Therefore, from (6), the MURS predic 
tor is the simple average of l\ \ l2\ = 12,800 MMSEPs produced 
from 12,800 different multiresolution tree-structured models. 
The TCO values predicted using one of the 12,800 models are 
shown in Figure 8(c), again mapped based on the Albers equal 
area conic projection. Notice the "blocky" features. In contrast, 

the MURS method smooths out the "blocky" features by com 

puting the average TCO values predicted from 12,800 multires 
olution tree-structured models and doing those computations 

extremely rapidly. 

The MURS method, which is stochastic, is compared with 
a deterministic thin-plate spline (TPS) method, the determinis 
tic IDW-12 method (Sec. 4), and a stochastic ordinary kriging 
(OK) method. The TPS method (e.g., Wahba 1990) minimizes 
the residual sum of squares plus a smoothness term propor 

tional to the integral of squared second-order derivatives, where 

the proportionality constant, or smoothing parameter, is cho 

sen by generalized cross-validation. The OK method used here 
assumes a geometrically anisotropic exponential variogram for 

the underlying TCO process, where the parameters were esti 

mated using the same WLS criterion referred to in Section 3.4. 

Figures 8(d), 8(e), and 8(f) show the TCO values predicted 
by the OK method, the TPS method, and the IDW-12 method, 

again mapped based on the Albers equal-area conic projection. 
The MURS method produces a predicted surface that appears 
comparable with the OK and TPS methods. Finally, Figure 9 
shows the prediction standard errors of the MURS predictor, 
obtained by taking the square root of (8). The pattern of missing 
or sparse data reflected in the map of MURS prediction standard 
errors is striking. 

The performances of the four methods are compared by 
applying a validation technique. First, the data Z are split 
into Z(?4ain) and Z(Utest), where ?4ain = {k(l),..., k(n)} n 

{(k\,k2) : (k\ + k2)/2 e Z} is a training sample and ?Ytest = 

{k(l),..., k(n)} \Strain is a testing sample. The model parame 
ters are estimated using only Z(UtY2L[n), and performance is eval 

uated by applying the average squared prediction error (ASPE) 
criterion, 

ASPE= 
-1?(?(Y(^test)|Z(^train)) -Z(ZYtest))? 

latest I 

X 
(?(Y(?Ytest)|Z(?Ytrain)) -Z(Z4est)). 

The MURS, OK, TPS, and IDW-12 methods achieve ASPE val 
ues of 3.613, 3.776, 3.660, and 3.688. The MURS method has 

-o 3 

Longitude 

Figure 9. Prediction Standard Errors of the MURS Method. 
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the smallest ASPE, but only by slightly. Computationally it is 
far superior to the OK and TPS methods, as we now discuss. 

All computations were performed on a 2.4-GHz Pentium-IV 

PC using R, where the "fields" spatial package (also available 

through the CRAN website) was used for the TPS method. With 

given parameters, the MURS method requires only 1.05 sec 

onds to obtain the predicted surface, which is much faster 

than the OK method (61.38 seconds) and the TPS method 

(57.14 seconds). That is, for comparable predictive ability, the 
MURS method can outperform the traditional OK and TPS 
methods in its ability to handle massive amounts of data effi 

ciently. 
This section demonstrates that although MURS has compa 

rable (or slightly better) statistical efficiency than OK and TPS, 
it completely dominates in terms of computational efficiency. 

Combining this with the results of Section 4, we see that the 
MURS method achieves the twin goals of statistical efficiency 
and computational efficiency. 

6. DISCUSSION 

In this article we have developed an efficient algorithm for 

optimal spatial prediction that yields a predicted surface free of 

blocky artifacts. The MURS method has an advantage over con 

ventional kriging of being computationally efficient. Compared 
with fast ad hoc filtering methods, MURS is statistically effi 

cient, and it quantifies uncertainty through prediction standard 
errors. Although only multiresolution tree-structured models 

defined on rectangular grid cells are considered herein, the ap 

proach can be generalized to include other types of multiresolu 
tion grid cells (such as triangular cells), and a spatial-prediction 

method can be developed in a similar manner. 

The optimality theorem, Theorem 1, was proved with gen 
eral weights {pm:m eAi); in our applications, we used 

Pm = I /I A4 |, m g A4, for reasons of symmetry. It is not equiva 
lent to using a mixture model with uniform mixing probabilities 
over A4, as we now discuss. The uniformly weighted mixture 

model results in covariances given by ( 11 ) and optimal predic 
tors given by (9) with weight pm proportional to the likelihood 
value of the mth model, m g A4. However, the weights are 

typically concentrated on only a few models in A4, so that the 

resulting predicted surface may still suffer from blocky arti 
facts. 

The MURS method given in Section 3.1 can be extended to 

the multivariate case by replacing {jc. } in (5) by multivariate 
variables and averaging over multivariate MMSEPs that could 
be produced in an analogous manner from multiresolution tree 

structured models. A fast spatial-prediction algorithm can be 

developed similarly to that in Section 3.2, and the resulting mul 
tivariate MURS predictor can be shown to be the MMSEP in 
a similar way. Like the classical Kaiman filter, the proposed 

methodology is appropriate for continuous data. Its extension 

to count data or categorical data would be an interesting topic 
for further investigation. 

APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE 
DOWNTREE STEP 

Recall from Section 3.2 that A4j^ 
= {m e A4 : (y, k) e Vra) and 

?/\k 
= 

{(*l + (ai 
- 

D/iy, h + (h2 
- 

l)l2j) : 

h\ 
= 

1.?ij_i, ?2 
= 

l,...,W2J-l} 

We have that 
Mj^k 

? 
Uk'eJCk -^-j-lX- Apply tne downtree step of 

the change-of-resolution Kaiman filter algorithm (Huang et al. 2002) 
to obtain 

Em{xj |Z) 
= 

%,k|y,k + ^jXJMBjrt pam(jX\jM 

X 
(?m(Vm(y,k)lZ) 

- 
Vm0-,k)|y,k) 

and 

(m)i^\ _ ?(m) . /^(m) x2r-2 var iVmj I7? - r^m) -i- (r{m) n-Yr 
l 

vaM*/,k ??)-[JXjM 
+ 

y[jM\jM?J> [pamUM)\j,k 

x 
(varm(x^m0.k)|Z) 

- r 
^. ^ k), 

which yields, for j 
= 2,..., /, 

1 ^ _ / (m)i E M^TO /,k 'll'21 

= 
yrr: E R\ki7-,k + 

O^i^k^r-^^ k)|;., 11 2I 
meMj,k 

E *JMJM 

+ 
^r^k\? r^'-k'i^ 

me-M/-i,k' 

X J] (M*/%'lZ)-%-l,k'|;\k) 

= 
7-7-%,k|7-,k + FjxjmBj J2 rj-\X\j? 

1 
xj-\X\jM J-Uk/ 

hj-ihj. i-\ 

and 

0% = ^ E -m(^|z) 

= 
7^7 E (ry.kiy,k + 

(0,k,7,kS;)2r-2m(/.k)|.k 11 " 
meMj,k 

x 
(varm(x^0. k)|Z) 

- 
rpcim(j?kMk)| 

E ri.k|y,k + 7-7- (O.klj.k?/) 
meyvT^k 

x ^ "-2 
2^ rpflm0\k)|y,k 

m My;k 

, (m) 
Varm(Vm(/,k)lZ)-r^m(7,k)|.y,k) pam0',k) 

1 

lVl2j 
-rJXjM 

+ 
/77^7(ry''k|7''k^2 ^ ^ O-lk'lyM? 11 21 

k'eJCj,kmeMj_]y 

v.(m) 
(varm(x]_],?k/|Z)-r7-_l5k^|/,k) 
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x E r?W(r;-i.* 
- 

i^^rJ-wj*} k'e/C/.k 
J J 

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

(a) First, we show that __ is positive semidefinite. Write 

meM 

+ e ^ o?r){(*?r)r1-(*n0+^r1i*??) 
me Al 

-*oi(*n -(*ii+v2l?)_1}*io 

Denote Am = *?j,)(*f|,) + i^)"1 and Cm _ 
?I? 

- 
(?^ + 

nlj)" for m e Ai. Then the sum of the second term and the third 

term above can be written as 

Ep-'oTf'?f + ?c??0)2)"1*^ meM 

ri, - (^if + 
^)"1)"1(*i?) 

+ v2ln)~l*[ 

/ 1 x_1 
- 

*01 (*11 + 
vhn)-l\-pln 

- 
(*11 + V2^)-1 

: 
?^ AnAmCm Am 

mGJW 

E ^mAmji E ^mCmJ 
? ̂ PmAjA 

vme7W y W.M J XmeM J 

which is positive semidefinite, because 

Am Cm An 

meM v ~m 

is positive semidefinite. It follows that __ is positive semidefinite. 

Next, we show that $ = 
(^00 ^01) 

defined in Section 3.3 is posi 

tive semidefinite. Clearly, On is positive definite if v = 0. For v > 0, 

$11 is positive definite if and only if all of the eigenvalues of 

meM 

are smaller than 1/v2. Now 

max ar($n + v2I?)~1a = max V Pm?^*^ + v2I?)_1a llalNl M = l?jU 
< Y /^(maxa^f+v2^)-^) ^j \||a|| = l v u ' / 

me.M 

V^ 1 _ ? 

me.M 

where the strict inequality holds because the {*& } are positive def 

inite. Hence <?>n is positive definite, and its inverse exists. It follows 

that 

(a0'al^d>10 *n){aJ 
= 

a{Ouai + a^$i0ao + a^oi^i + a^0iQ^ $10*0 + ao?aO 

= 
(*}f ai + fc-^fcioao)'^2 ai + *n1/2*ioao) + a^a0 

>0 

for any ag and ai ; that is, <I> is positive semidefinite 

From (3) and 
of Y is given by 

From (3) and (10), var(Z) 
= 

*n + v2ln. Therefore, the MMSEP 

^( 
n+v'w-iz. 

Because 

*0l(*ll +v2I?) 
l 

E^*o?)(*n)+^)"1(*n+v2W 
m _M 

xCPn+vhn)-1 

= 
E^r^r+v2!?)-1 

and 

x 

vmeA4 

*?(*,i+v2w-1 = 
(( E M*i?)+v2i?)",)~ -v2i?) 

m .A/f 

= 
EM^W+A.r1) 
me.M 

= 
E^*n)(*n) + v21")"1. 
meTW 

the predictor Y* given by (9) is the MMSEP of Y. 
(b) By applying standard multivariate Gaussian results, the predic 

tion-error covariance matrix, ?((Y* 
- 

Y)(Y* 
- 

Y)f), of Y* = 
E(Y\Z) 

is given by 

/V17, /Ooo-^Ul^ll+v2^)-1?^ 
var(Y|Z) 

? ? _i 
V^io- *n(*ii +vzi?) xOoi 

ii2t ̂ -1< $01 -*0l(*ll + vzIn) ^n 
^H -*ii(*n +v2In)~l*u. 

Now by the definition of 4>oo, the upper-left component of var(Y|Z) 
can be written as 

^00 
- 

*01 (*11 + v2In)~l<?>i0 

In addition, the upper-right and lower-right components of var(Y|Z) 
can be written as 

*01 
- 

^oi(^ll+v2I?)_1^n 
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- 
E^of?^+v2!?)-1?!! 
meM 

= 
Ep-*oT)(*n)+1'2I?)~1(^) 
meM 

= EM^-^?r+v^r1*??} 
meA4 

and 

4>n -$ii(*n +v2I?)_1*n 

= *li(*n +v2I?)"1(v2I?) 
= 

((*11 +v2I?)-v2I?)(?.11+v2I?)-1(v2I?) 
= 

v2I?-v4(<l>11+v2I?)-1 

= v2I?-v4 EM^+v2!?)"1 
meM 

= 
E^iv2l?-v4(*n) + ^2l")"Il 

= 
E Pm((*lT)+v2I?)-v2I?)(*W+v2I?)-1(v2I?) 
meAl 

= 
E^^?^+v2!?)-1^) 
meM 

= 
E M^-^W+v2!?)"1*^}. 
meA? 

That is, _((Y* 
- 

Y)(Y* 
- 

Y)') = var(Y|Z) = ZmeMP ^- This 
completes the proof. 

[Received December 2003. Revised March 2005. J 
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